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Figure 1: Pulling of matte from a complex scene. From left to right: a complex natural image for existing matting techniques where the color background
is complex, a high quality matte generated by Poisson matting, a composite image with the extracted koala and a constant-color background, and a composite
image with the extracted koala and a different background.

Abstract

In this paper, we formulate the problem of natural image matting as
one of solving Poisson equations with the matte gradient field. Our
approach, which we call Poisson matting, has the following advan-
tages. First, the matte is directly reconstructed from a continuous
matte gradient field by solving Poisson equations using boundary
information from a user-supplied trimap. Second, by interactively
manipulating the matte gradient field using a number of filtering
tools, the user can further improve Poisson matting results locally
until he or she is satisfied. The modified local result is seamlessly
integrated into the final result. Experiments on many complex nat-
ural images demonstrate that Poisson matting can generate good
matting results that are not possible using existing matting tech-
niques.
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1 Introduction

In image composition, a new image I(x,y) can be blended from
a background image B(x,y) and a foreground image F(x,y) with
its alpha matte α(x,y) by the matting equation ((x,y) arguments
deleted for clarity):

I = αF +(1−α)B (1)

On the other hand, separation of α , F and B from a given image I
is called the pulling of matte problem, or simply matting. In blue
screen matting, α and F need to be reconstructed but B is known

∗This research was done when Jiaya Jia was visiting MSR Asia.

from a user-controlled environment. In natural image matting, all
variables α , F and B need to be estimated.

Matting is inherently under-constrained because the matting equa-
tion has too many unknowns. Therefore, user interaction is essen-
tial to obtain good mattes. For example, in natural image matting
(e.g., Bayesian matting [Chuang et al. 2001]), the user is required to
supply a trimap that partitions the image into three regions: “defi-
nitely foreground”, “definitely background” and “unknown region”.
In the unknown region, the matte can be estimated using the color
statistics in the known foreground and background regions.

Indeed, as mentioned in [Smith and Blinn 1996], the key ideas to
the success of blue-screen matting in many applications are the in-
clusion of a human in the environment setting cycle to determine
whether a result is “a correct matte when s/he sees one”, and pro-
viding a sufficiently rich set of controls for adjusting the result.

Adjusting the matting result in natural image matting is however
not a straightforward operation. Most natural image matting ap-
proaches to date [Berman et al. 2000; Ruzon and Tomasi 2000;
Hillman et al. 2001; Chuang et al. 2001] rely on sampling pixels
in the known background and foreground. These samples are then
used to estimate the matte in an unknown region in a statistically
meaningful way. Results from these approaches may not be im-
proved any further once the trimap has been carefully specified.
For example, in Figure 1, the foreground hairs and the background
branches are easily confused, especially in regions of low contrast.
Without additional information, it is very difficult to produce a good
matting result. Editing mattes directly at the pixel level would be
tedious and impractical.

In this paper, we propose Poisson matting for natural images of
complex scenes. Unlike previous methods which optimize a pixel’s
alpha, background and foreground colors in a statistical manner, our
method operates directly on the gradient of the matte. This reduces
the error caused by mis-classification of color samples in a complex
scene. Poisson matting estimates the gradient of matte from the
image, then reconstructs the matte by solving Poisson equations.

Our formulation is based on the assumption that intensity change
in the foreground and background is smooth. We propose global
Poisson matting, a semi-automatic approach to approximate matte
from an image gradient given a user-supplied trimap. Foreground
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2005: Color2Gray

http://www.cs.northwestern.edu/~ago820/color2grey/
images.html
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2006: Drag and Drop

http://www.cse.cuhk.edu.hk/~leojia/all_project_webpages/ddp/
drag-and-drop_pasting.html
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http://web.media.mit.edu/~raskar/deblur/
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Scene Completion Using Millions of Photographs
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Original Image Input Scene Matches Output
Figure 1: Given an input image with a missing region, we use matching scenes from a large collection of photographs to complete the image.

Abstract
What can you do with a million images? In this paper we present a
new image completion algorithm powered by a huge database of
photographs gathered from the Web. The algorithm patches up
holes in images by finding similar image regions in the database
that are not only seamless but also semantically valid. Our chief
insight is that while the space of images is effectively infinite, the
space of semantically differentiable scenes is actually not that large.
For many image completion tasks we are able to find similar scenes
which contain image fragments that will convincingly complete the
image. Our algorithm is entirely data-driven, requiring no anno-
tations or labelling by the user. Unlike existing image completion
methods, our algorithm can generate a diverse set of results for each
input image and we allow users to select among them. We demon-
strate the superiority of our algorithm over existing image comple-
tion approaches.

Keywords: Image Completion, Image Database, Image Com-
positing, Inpainting, Hole Filling

1 Introduction
Every once in a while, we all wish we could erase something from
our old photographs. A garbage truck right in the middle of a
charming Italian piazza, an ex-boyfriend in a family photo, a politi-
cal ally in a group portrait who has fallen out of favor [King 1997].
Other times, there is simply missing data in some areas of the im-
age. An aged corner of an old photograph, a hole in an image-based
3D reconstruction due to occlusion, a dead bug on the camera lens.
Image completion (also called inpainting or hole-filling) is the task
of filling in or replacing an image region with new image data such
that the modification can not be detected.

Project Web Page: http://graphics.cs.cmu.edu/projects/scene-completion/
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There are two fundamentally different strategies for image com-
pletion. The first aims to reconstruct, as accurately as possible,
the data that should have been there, but somehow got occluded
or corrupted. Methods attempting an accurate reconstruction have
to use some other source of data in addition to the input image,
such as video (using various background stabilization techniques,
e.g. [Irani et al. 1995]) or multiple photographs of the same physi-
cal scene [Agarwala et al. 2004; Snavely et al. 2006].

The alternative is to try finding a plausible way to fill in the miss-
ing pixels, hallucinating data that could have been there. This is a
much less easily quantifiable endeavor, relying instead on the stud-
ies of human visual perception. The most successful existing meth-
ods [Criminisi et al. 2003; Drori et al. 2003; Wexler et al. 2004;
Wilczkowiak et al. 2005; Komodakis 2006] operate by extending
adjacent textures and contours into the unknown region. This idea
is derived from example-based texture synthesis [Efros and Leung
1999; Efros and Freeman 2001; Kwatra et al. 2003; Kwatra et al.
2005], sometimes with additional constraints to explicitly preserve
Gestalt cues such as good continuation [Wertheimer 1938], either
automatically [Criminisi et al. 2003] or by hand [Sun et al. 2005].
Importantly, all of the existing image completion methods operate
by filling in the unknown region with content from the known parts
of the input source image.

Searching the source image for usable texture makes a lot of
sense. The source image often has textures at just the right scale,
orientation, and illumination as needed to seamlessly fill in the un-
known region. Some methods [Drori et al. 2003; Wilczkowiak et al.
2005] search additional scales and orientations to gain additional
source texture samples. However, viewing image completion as
constrained texture synthesis limits the type of completion tasks
that can be tackled. The assumption present in all of these meth-
ods is that all the necessary image data to fill in an unknown re-
gion is located somewhere else in that same image. We believe
this assumption is flawed and that the source image simply doesn’t
provide enough data except for trivial image completion tasks.

Typical demonstrations of previously published algorithms are
object removal tasks such as removing people, signs, horses, or cars
from relatively simple backgrounds. The results tend to be fairly
sterile images because the algorithms are only reusing visual con-
tent that appeared somewhere else in the same image. For situations
in which the incomplete region is not bounded by texture regions,
or when there is too little useful texture, existing algorithms have
trouble completing scenes (Figure 2).
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2007: Seam Carving

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6NcIJXTlugc
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http://groups.csail.mit.edu/graphics/CodedAperture/
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2012: Video Magnification

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ONZcjs1Pjmk



2014: Visual Recovery of 
Sound

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FKXOucXB4a8


